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Introduction
Onboarding as a remote worker or in a hybrid environment 
has specific challenges. It can be overwhelming to start a 
new role though just a screen. In this guide you'll learn how 
to get up to speed as quickly and efficiently as possible.

Navigating the new normal became the catchphrase of 2020, but in 
2021, we’re still figuring out what the new normal is when it comes 
to where, when, and how we work. 

In 2020, many people had the 
opportunity to work remotely for 
the first time in their careers. 
Collectively, we gained back 
hours of time spent commuting, 
spent more time exercising, and 
had more time with our families.

In 2021, as pandemic restrictions 
eased, questions loomed around 
returning to office life. Some 
companies wanted all of their 
employees back in the office 
and others gave employees the 
choice. Confusion ensued. 

There is no normal anymore — no one exact way to onboard into a 
new remote or hybrid team, but a few guidelines will help.
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Why onboarding is so important

It’s hard to overstate the importance of onboarding. It sets the tone 
for the rest of the relationship between manager and employee, and 
can make the difference between a smooth beginning or a jarring, 
chaotic first few weeks.

That’s why many studies find a direct 
. 

correlation between 
successful onboarding and the ability to retain team members

But even if your employer doesn’t have a robust onboarding plan for 
you, don’t despair. You can use this guide to take control of your 
onboarding experience and ensure you’re set up for success. 

Challenges with onboarding into a 
hybrid work environment

If you are onboarding into a hybrid environment, you may face 
additional challenges onboarding and working with new teammates. 

The reason lies in a paradox. While it seems like hybrid being half 
remote is half as hard, it's actually two times harder.

This is because when some of the team is in the office and others 
are remote, it can create a divide or an “us vs. them” mentality — 
even if that is not the intention. For example, if you’re a remote-only 
employee, how do you avoid missing out on critical watercooler 
conversations? How can you connect with superiors in order to get 
that project or promotion? 

Furthermore, the definition of hybrid can vary greatly from 
organization to organization. 
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Does it mean that some members of the team are in the office and 
others work remotely? Or that some employees are remote on 
certain days and in the office other days? Both of these scenarios 
(and more) can create their own unique challenges for both 
onboarding and collaboration.

One model is particularly challenging: choosing to let everyone 
decide whether, when, and where to come into the physical office 
via a "hot-desking" system, which allows employees to grab 
whatever desk is available.

A survey of 133 business leaders found that 82% of employers will 
continue to use a hybrid model. If such a majority of companies 
keep this type of model, it will continue to change the landscape of 
how team members communicate with each other.

By design or default, most US companies are 

heading toward a hybrid office workweek

It’s been great! We’re better off giving up on office space entirely

13%

No turning back: Many of our office employees will work remotely

11%

Going with the flow. We’ll likely increase the level of remote work

32%

Prefer limited remote schedules but people like it, including future talent

26%

Back to the office as soon as feasible. We’re at our best on-site and in person

17%

PwC’s US Remote Work Survey - January 12, 2021. 

“It’s time to reimagine where and how work will get done” PwC. 

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/us-remote-work-survey.html
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Understanding hybrid work

Hybrid is remote
If your organization is hybrid, 
treat people as though everyone 
is remote. This means having 
people on video at meetings 
whether they are in the office or 
not and using collaboration tools 
to document decisions on work 
projects. Remembering that not 
everyone is “in the room” and 
having a plan to communicate 
equally is key to collaboration in 
a hybrid environment. 

Shift the center of gravity to virtual headquarters
Virtual headquarters help keep both fully-remote and in-office 
employees on the same level playing field to build an equitable team 
culture. Ask your soon-to-be employer if they have a virtual 
gathering place, or virtual headquarters where everyone can work 
together, even if for just a few hours a day. 

With virtual office

Virtual

Office

HQHQ

Seattle 
Office

Phoenix

Office

LA

Office

Before virtual office
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Things to consider when onboarding 
into a new company remotely

01 Consider time zones
Take the time to ask where everyone is working from 
and make sure to consider time zones when 
scheduling meetings.  shows that 
companies with global workers find at least some 
time during the day where everyone is online at the 
same time.

Data from Teamflow

02 Set up your space 
When working remotely, your productivity will be 
dependent on having a comfortable setup. You 
should have:
 A quiet place to work
 A strong wi-fi connection
 An ergonomic and tech-friendly setup that 

includes a , at least , 
 and quality headphones

comfortable chair one monitor
external webcam

Don't be shy about asking your manager about what 
equipment the company will provide, or for a home 
office stipend. Many organizations are now providing 
funds for employees to upgrade their home office 
spaces and invest in technology. 

 showed that a 
second monitor alone can increase productivity by 
20-30%. These tools are not only beneficial to your 
work, but also to your physical and mental health, and 
your overall satisfaction with your job. If your 
company doesn’t offer these perks, you might be able 
to find some of these things used, or on sale. 

A New York Times 
report of a Jon Peddie research survey
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03 Learn to leverage technology 
Good audio and visual equipment, and proficiency 
with collaboration tools can impact your visibility 
within the company, as well as your perceived 
performance. While first impressions matter, it is how 
you continue to show up that will leave a lasting 
impression on your boss and colleagues. 

Use headphones if possible — they minimize echo 
and make it much easier to hear you. Also ensure you 
have an organized background behind you and that 
you are in a quiet and distraction-free environment 
before getting on a work call. 

If your organization uses other collaboration tools like 
Slack, Google Docs, Microsoft Teams, or project 
management tools like Jira, Basecamp, Notion, or 
Asana, take the time to learn those tools as well. 

While no one will expect you to become an expert 
overnight, learning to use these tools effectively will 
give you a leg up on getting your work done quickly 
and keeping team members appropriately updated. 
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04 Master the social 

norms in your organization 
Culture is loosely defined as, “how we do things 
around here.” Starting a new job might mean you 
have a lot to learn in that regard. A few tips include:

 Introduce yourself and set up 
 with teammates and key stakeholders. 

While it is important to talk business, also use the 
time to get to know your colleagues as people too

 Participate in team activities.  
Is the team doing a virtual “lunch and learn” or 
hanging out for a game or happy hour? Try to join 
when you can so that you can get to know other 
members of the team in a more informal and 
relaxed group environment.

 Ask questions about how people like to work. 
In remote and hybrid teams, virtual communication 
is central to team collaboration. Knowing that Jane 
is a morning person and that John likes getting 
emails with bulleted lists will go a long way when it 
comes to better communication with colleagues. 
(Hint: a good time to ask about these personal 
preferences may be during virtual coffee chats.

 Learn how people participate in meetings.  
Watch to see if people keep cameras on or off, 
and remember to mute when you aren’t speaking. 
There is nothing worse than background noise 
distracting colleagues from the business at hand.

virtual coffee 
chats
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04
 Find a mentor to talk to about work challenges. 

If you are newer to the workforce or just new to 
remote and hybrid work, you might be 

. This is normal, and 
finding a peer to shadow, or a mentor to talk to 
about your concerns can be helpful. This is also a 
sign of a healthy cultural environment, so don’t be 
afraid to ask your manager to refer you to 
someone who you can shadow during your first 
onboarding days.

afraid of 
falling behind your colleagues

05 There is no such thing as 
over-communication
Whether you’re new in an organization or new to 
working remotely (or both), there really is no such 
thing as too much communication, especially as you 
get started. 

Don’t be afraid to ask questions and share updates 
freely. Use smart and concise communication and get 
a feel for how formal or informal your colleagues are 
— to emoji or not to emoji?  shows that 
emojis help convey tone and manage relationships. 

Research

Using asynchronous communication tools like email 
or chat will allow your colleagues to get information 
when they are available online, and they will be able 
to easily refer back to it in the future. 

But be aware that asynchronous communication has 
its limitations. 
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05
For example, in a text chat you may miss out on 
important and telling body language clues that you 
could otherwise see on a video call, or while hanging 
out in . Research from MIT 
shows that the best “predictors of productivity were a 
team’s energy and engagement outside formal 
meetings.” You’ll work better and like your teammates 
more if you don’t just limit your communication to 
meetings and work-related emails and messages.

a Teamflow virtual office

Meetings and 1:1 discussions are good ways of 
obtaining information and input from others. If you do 
need to hold a group meeting, keep the invite list to 
just the  
— and be sure to have an agenda ahead of time. This 
will help ensure that everyone who is attending the 
meeting truly needs to be there, and that you stay on 
task and on time. 

people who really need to be in the meeting

Teamflow has made my experience as a 
remote worker 10x better. The use of it 
comes naturally and meeting the team


 as a newcomer was a breeze.

Lucas Franco

Growth Consultant 


Anycart
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06 Prioritize your mental and physical health
From not having a set schedule to less in-person 
interaction with other people, working remotely can 
take its toll on your mental and physical health if you 
aren’t proactive about it. Research shows 

, and 
26% of employees have actually left their jobs due to 
feeling lonely. So make sure to: 

60% of 
employees have experienced isolation at work

 Avoid loneliness. 
Loneliness is one of the biggest struggles remote 
workers say they face, according to a 

, a social media management firm. If you 
live and work from home alone, make sure you 
have plans to see other people. Schedule a 
midday walk or coffee break with a neighbor or 
friend who also works remotely. Make plans for 
after work to join a group fitness class or meet a 
friend — it will give you something to look forward 
to and ensure you don’t get lonely. It’s human 
instinct to seek solitude, specifically after a long 
day of video calls and meetings. While you might 
think you want to spend time alone,  
shows otherwise.

 Create a routine. 
No structure equals more stress. Set yourself up 
for success by going to bed and waking up around 
the same time every day, carving out time for 
healthy meals, snacks, and exercise, and shutting 
down at an appropriate hour so that you can 
adequately get some rest and recharge. If you 
don’t do these things it is easy for work hours to 
quickly extend and your mental and physical 
health to decline. 

2020 report 
by Buffer

research
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06
 Set healthy boundaries. 

While we mentioned setting a routine schedule for 
yourself, having healthy boundaries will help you 
stick to that schedule and avoid burnout. For 
example, setting healthy boundaries might look 
like the following: blocking your calendar to avoid 
having others schedule meetings during your 
lunch hour, or meetings that are too early or too 
late in the day; asking for a certain number of 
(reasonable) days to complete a task; taking 
mental health days or coordinating other 
arrangements with your team that work best for 
you.  from LinkedIn’s Glint Platform found 
that signs of fatigue, being overwhelmed, and 
other signals of burnout increased 33% in 2020.

 Find ways to move your body. 
Sitting is the new smoking. Sitting too long for 
hours at a time can have negative effects on your 
body and health. Think about ways you can 
realistically build movement into your day, like with 
walking phone calls, standing desks, and 
intentional time set aside for exercise, all of which 
can have a huge boost on your physical and 
mental health. Fitness trackers can always provide 
gentle reminders and track progress to the goals 
you set

 Avoid overworking. 
Protect your mental and physical health by 
enforcing healthy boundaries you set earlier! 2021 
has led to an increase in a phenomenon being 
dubbed , when people feel called 
to pursue priorities in life that don’t include work.

Research

epiphany quitting
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06
And if you feel like you’re not in the right place with 
work, remember to communicate. Honest 
conversations with your manager about the workload 
everyone is taking on will help you avoid feeling 
overworked or overwhelmed.

Becoming the MVP of your team 

While it may take about  to find your rhythm in a new job, it 
doesn’t hurt to start thinking about how you’ll leverage this role to 
grow in your career. 

90 days

Having frequent check-ins with your manager and getting feedback 
from your team can help you plot your development plan and 
prioritize the skills you want and need to build to master this role 
and move to the next step of your career. 

Showing your value consistently is important. While no one likes to 
work with a colleague who is self-absorbed or constantly boasting, 
everyone loves the colleague who is constantly bringing value to 
the role and team. 

By being a good communicator, being proactive, and asking good 
questions you can continue to bring value to every project you work 
on. And the more you learn, the more you can take on, which will 
help you grow in your role. 
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Level up your remote 

and hybrid experience
Teamflow is a virtual office platform where remote and 
hybrid teams can work, meet, and hangout together. It 
combines video, open spaces, meeting rooms and tools for 
collaboration. Try Teamflow free for 30 days!

https://www.teamflowhq.com/virtual-office-pricing?google=utm_source&cpc=utm_medium&google-ads-brand=utm_campaign&teamflow=utm_term&CjwKCAjwx8iIBhBwEiwA2quaq9q14YavxBcuqIep3XyzDJiXHM0hhUR_6eId2jK27gDSGZ-Qce3rPRoCiuIQAvD_BwE=gclid
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